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A b s t r a c t  

The disposal of Solid Waste has become one of the major environmental issues in Sri 
Lanka. Solid waste is often cited as a key cause contributing to environmental degradation. 
Rapid industrialization and unplanned urbanization has made Asian cities a victim of un-
manageable solid waste. Most of Urban Cities of Sri Lanka, are facing the same problem 
and still no proper solution has been introduced by the governing parties other than open 
dumping, which is again generating a huge problem among people, who are living around 
the area. Balaptiya, where is in down south of Sri Lanka, is one of the urban cities of Sri 
Lanka and their daily waste generation is around 5500 kg, which is collected by Balapitiya 
Local Authority and sent to the open dump site at Heenatiya. This city is very popular for 
tourism as it is in between very famous tourism cities of Bentota and Hikkaduwa. There 
can be seen so many hotels around the city. Among them, Hotel Heritance Ahungalla, 
which is one of the five star’s hotels in Sri Lanka, locates within Balapitiya Local Authority. 
Their waste generation is about 600 kg per day.      
  

This study is mainly focusing on introducing small scale solid waste incinerator for Munici-
pal solid waste collected within Balapitiya Local Authority and Hotel Heritance Ahungalle. 
Hotel Heritance Ahungalla locates down south of the country and is facilitating 152 stand-
ard rooms for their guests. The daily hot water requirement is 30 m3, which is currently 
supplying by an oil fired boiler, which monthly running cost is exceeding LKR 1.2 million, 
for the room usage as well as cloths drying purposes. The waste heat generated by the pro-
posed incinerator is planned to be used to generate saturated steam, while keeping the oil 
fired boiler in standby condition. Ultimately, this will save the money spending for the fuel 
for the oil fired boiler.     

In this study, the capacity of incineration plant was optimized to 335kg/hr, which is con-
taining of about 837.5 kW of gross energy, by calculating of available solid waste amount 
from the hotel as well as local authority and adding percentage increment forecasting of fu-
ture.  Accordingly, the size of the furnace was calculated. Finally, burning of this solid 
waste will help to produce 3.7 tons/hr of saturated steam, which will meet the hotel daily 
steam requirement.  
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S a m m a n f a t t n i n g  

Avyttringen av fast avfall har blivit en av de stora miljöfrågorna i Sri Lanka. Fast avfall är ofta 
nämnt som en viktig orsak som bidrar till miljöförstöring. Snabb industrialisering och oplanerad 
urbanisering har gjort de asiatiska städerna offer för oorganiserat fast avfall. De flesta städer i Sri 
Lanka står inför samma problem och fortfarande har ingen riktig lösning införts av de andra 
regeringspartierna än öppen dumpning, vilket återigen genererar ett stort problem bland människor 
som bor runt området. Balaptiya, som ligger i söder om Sri Lanka, är en av städerna i Sri Lanka och 
deras dagliga avfallsproduktion är cirka 5500 kg, som samlas in av Balapitiya Local Authority och 
skickas till den öppna dumpningsplatsen i Heenatiya. Den här staden är väldigt populär för 
turismen eftersom den ligger mellan de mycket kända turismstäderna Bentota och Hikkaduwa. Det 
finns många hotell runt staden. Bland dem ligger Hotel Heritance Ahungalla, som är ett av de 
femstjärniga hotellen i Sri Lanka, lokaliserat inom Balapitiya Local Authority. Deras 
avfallsgeneration är ca 600 kg per dag. 

Denna studie fokuserar huvudsakligen på att introducera en småskalig förbränningsanläggning för 
kommunalt fast avfall som har samlats inom Balapitiya Local Authority och Hotel Heritance 
Ahungalle. Hotel Heritance Ahungalla är lokaliserat söder om landsbygden och har 152 rum. Det 
dagliga varmvattenbehovet är 30 m3, som för närvarande levereras med hjälp av en oljeeldad panna, 
vars månadsrörelsekostnad överstiger 1,2 miljoner LKR, för rumsanvändning och torkduk. 
Avfallsvärmen som genereras av den föreslagna förbränningsanordningen är planerad att användas 
för att generera mättad ånga, samtidigt som den oljeeldade pannan hålls i standby-läge. I slutändan 
kommer detta att spara pengar, bränsleförbrukningen i den oljeeldade pannan minskar. 

I denna studie optimerades förbränningsanläggningens kapacitet till 335 kg/h, vilket innehöll cirka 
837,5 kW bruttoenergi, genom att beräkna tillgänglig mängd avfall från hotellet och kommunen, 
och lägga till procentuell prognostisering av framtida avfallsmängd. Därefter beräknades storleken 
på ugnen. Förbränning av detta fasta avfall kommer att bidra till att producera 3,7 ton/timme 
mättad ånga, vilket kommer att uppfylla hotellets dagliga ångkrav. 
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L i s t  o f  A b b r e v i a t i o n s  

W    weight of initial product 

W final   weight of final product with Y% moisture 

Qrecovered   Heat recovered from flue gas 

Qsteam    Heat absorbed in steam 

Mgt   Flue gas flow rate 

Mst   Steam flow rate 

Cpg   Specific heat of flue gas 

tg1   Temperature, inlet to the HRSG 

tg2   Temperature after super heater 

tg3   Temperature after evaporator 

tg4   Temperature, outlet of the HRSG 

tfw   Temperature of the feed water 

ts   Saturation temperature of steam 

tsh   Temperature of steam after super heating 

∆tpp   Pinch point temperature difference 

hfw   Enthalpy of feed water 

hs1   Enthalpy of saturation water 

hs2   Enthalpy of saturation vapour 

Subscripts 

CMC Colombo Municipal Council 

CEA Central Environmental Authority 

WSWMA Western Province Solid Waste Management Authority 

MSW Municipal Solid Waste  

SEA Sustainable Energy Authority 

RDF Residual Dried Fuel 

CV 

LHV 

HHV 

MC 

HRSG 

Calorific Value 

Lower Heating Valve 

Higher Heating Valve 

Municipal Council 

Heat Recovery Steam Generator 

Greek symbols  

α  Individual heat transfer coefficient 

δ  Weight adjusting scalar 

η  Efficiency of heat exchanger 
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1 Introduction 

Solid waste is defined as non-liquid waste material arising from domestic, trade, commer-
cial, industrial and agricultural activities etc. This is consisting of various materials such as 
food waste, packing in the form of paper, metals, plastics or glass, discarded clothing, gar-
den waste, construction waste, process waste etc. Among them, biodegradable waste is in 
highest composition and more than 50% of the total [22]. 

Colombo as a capital of Sri Lanka, is facing this huge problem with increasing population, 
no of vehicles, rapid construction etc. and so far, several steps behind the problem. As in 
recent figures, municipal solid waste generating in Colombo is about 700 Tons/day [8], 
which is nearly 12% [8] from the total national solid waste generation in the country. Total 
waste generation from Galle district, which is in Sothern Province, is approximately 100 
Tons/day [9], which is 1.6% from the national solid waste generation. 

Solid waste is often cited as a key factor causing environmental degradation. This is because 
of rapid industrialization and unplanned urbanization, which has made Asian cities a victim 
of unmanageable solid waste. This problem is alarming Sri Lanka too.  

1 . 1  A i m  o f  t h e  P r o j e c t  

Municipal Solid Waste is becoming a huge problem in Sri Lanka. In this study, reducing of 
solid waste by introducing of incineration technology was mainly focused and final target 
was to recover the waste energy generating at the combustion process. Ultimately it makes 
pleasant environment, while giving advantage of recovering of waste energy, which is going 
to be used for producing of saturated steam for the Hotel’s usage. This can be implement-
ed in other local authorities too.  

The Input regard the available MSW and auxiliary fuel, which is for maintain the tempera-
ture at the combustion process. The outputs regard the waste energy and clean environ-
ment due to absence of open dumping. The Incineration process is the tool transforming 
inputs to outputs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Inputs and Output Dynamics 

The final goal of the project is to maximize the usage of waste heat at the incineration pro-
cess as a substitution for the fuel fired boiler by recovering of maximum waste energy in 
the combustion process of unmanageable solid waste collected in the Local Authority, Ba-
lapitiya.  
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1 . 2   P r o b l e m  F o r m u l a t i o n    

Solid waste collected within Local Authority, Balapitiya limits is generating lot of problems 
to the people, those who are living in this area [9]. Still the Sri Lanka government has no 
plan to manage the collected waste other than open dumping. People those who closer to 
the dumping site, are suffering mainly from odour of waste and several diseases. So, the 
time is to hurry up for some proper solutions.  There is some waste that can be reused after 
recycling or direct. Waste, which cannot be reused or recycled, shall be focused for any 
treatment. Generally, any material is having some amount of energy.  

As a developing country, Sri Lanka also suffers lack of energy. So, number of rupees are 
being spent for importing of fuel to full fill the energy requirement. However, solid waste is 
one of hindered energy sources of country. That energy can be used for different applica-
tions after treating. So, the time to select a treating method to get the energy of waste back. 
Ultimately, it will produce finally a clean environment with free of odour and diseases, be-
cause of waste.   

1 . 3  O b j e c t i v e s   

a) Analyze the collected data to get the optimum waste amount for processing  

b) Physical Parameters optimization for Incineration Plant  

Optimization of physical parameters of Incineration plant will be done by using 
EES software.  

c) Mathematical Modeling HRSG Plant by using EES software 

Maximum waste heat recovery of incineration process will be calculated and 
HRSG is modeled to get the maximum production of saturated steam. The fi-
nal target is to connect to the existing steam header, while keeping the oil-fired 
boiler as standby condition.    

1 . 4  L i m i t a t i o n s  

One of the problems behind burning of solid waste in Sri Lanka is high moisture content, 
which is varying from 50% - 60% [22]. However, the collected waste is having Lower Heat-
ing Value (LHV) vary between 6280 - 8400 kJ/Kg with the above moisture content [1]. In 
this case, LHV could be increased by avoiding burning wet waste, which will be used for 
the proposed composting plant. At the same time, a pre-drying method has to be intro-
duced.  Otherwise, it requires continuous auxiliary fuel supply to keep at desired tempera-
tures.  

Secondly, the emissions at the combustion process shall be controlled since waste is con-
taining of different materials and toxic in different content. In order to facilitate combus-
tion process, the temperature of combustion zone should be maintained above 850 0C to 
not to produce dioxin and other toxic gases harmful to the lives. 
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2 Methodology  

2 . 1  I d e n t i f y i n g  o f  A r e a  

Selecting of specific area for the case study and locating the place for incinerator will be 
done under this category.  

2 . 2  C o l l e c t i o n  o f  D a t a  &  i n f o r m a t i o n  

The basic data such as daily waste generation, composition, waste generation in the selected 
hotel, their energy requirement etc were obtained thorough a site survey. The data required 
for designing of plant was obtained by referring the resources and local agencies.   

2 . 3  C o n d u c t i n g  L i t e r a t u r e  R e v i e w   

Literature relevant to select of incinerator, design of incinerator was reviewed in order to 
determine the most suitable process of combustion of solid waste, type of incinerator.   

2 . 4  E s t i m a t i n g  o f  D a i l y  S o l i d  W a s t e  A m o u n t  A v a i l a b l e  
f o r  P r o c e s s i n g    

Daily available solid waste for the combustion process is determined from above data by 
adding of available waste in the selected local authority & hotel. Additional percentage will 
be added as the annual increment of waste in that area to suit the capacity of plant for at 
least 10 years.  

2 . 5  E s t i m a t i o n  o f  E n e r g y  R e q u i r e m e n t  o f  H o t e l  a n d  
M o d e l i n g  o f  I n c i n e r a t o r  

Energy requirement for daily saturated steam generation for the hotel by fuel is determined 
as per the collected data by mathematical modelling. There by size of the plant will be de-
termined. However, additional percentage will be added to meet the future increment of 
solid waste.  

2 . 6  M o d e l i n g  o f  H R S G  S y s t e m   

As per the waste heat generation from the proposed incinerator, HRSG will be modelled to 
recover the maximum heat to produce saturated steam for the hotel usage by using of 
mathematical modelling software; EES.  
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3 The Area Selected  

Since the hotel, Heritence Ahungalla, is selected to locate the proposed incinerator to im-
plement their waste energy requirement and solid waste collected around that area, which is 
governed by Local authority, Balapitiya is taken to full fill the daily solid waste requirement. 
Figure 3.1 shows the proposed location for the incinerator.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Proposed Location for the Incinerator [2]                                      

3 . 1   C a s e  S t u d y  b a s e d  o n  M S W  C o l l e c t e d  i n  L o c a l  
A u t h o r i t y ,  B a l a p i t i y a  

The Local Authority, Balapitiya, which belongs to Galle district and about 100 km away 
from Colombo, is having 56.2 km2 of land area, nearly 65,000 of population by the year 
2013 [9]. This city had highly damaged by the tsunami affection in 2005. Thereafter, this 
city was restructured by the government. The solid waste generation within this area is in-
creasing with increasing of population, tourism, rapid construction etc. Figure 3.2 shows 
that the Daily MSW Generation with Time in the Local Authority.  

         

       Figure 3.2: Daily MSW  Generation with Time in Local Authority, Balapitiya [9]                  

There are so many hotels located around this area since it is in between very famous tourist 
cities, Hikkaduwa and Bentota. This is one of reasons generating much municipal waste in 

Proposed location for the Incinerator  
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this area. The solid waste collected from this area is around 5.5 Tons/day, which is approx-
imately 5% from total waste generation in Galle District and openly dumped to Marshy 
land locates in Heenatiya. This makes huge environmental problem in this area and people 
live around this area doing picketing against this open dumping. Still there is no any plan 
implemented by the Local Authority to proper disposal, separation or use of collected 
waste. The composition of waste collected daily is as shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3: MSW Composition in Local Authority; Balapitiya in Year 2013 [9]                                            

3 . 2  C a s e  S t u d y  b a s e d  o n  H o t e l ,  H e r i t a n c e  A h u n g a l l a   

Hotel Heritance Ahungalla, one of the five star’s hotels locates in this area, was built in 
1981 and is owned by Hotel Holdings of Aitken Spence Group [2].  

3 . 2 . 1  W a s t e  g e n e r a t i o n  
At the same time, this hotel is also generating about 1500 kg of solid waste daily [2], while 
the part of food waste is sending to an animal farm and remained plastic, metal etc by an-
other parties after separation. The composition of waste daily collected in the hotel is given 
in Figure 3.4.  

 

Figure 3.4: Monthly Waste Collection of Hotel Heritance Ahungalla in Year 2013 [2]       

The total amount of wet kitchen garbage is taken by a farmer as animal foods.  The remain-
ing dry garbage as well as garden waste is available for incineration process. Other than the 
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above waste, the bottles, plastic cans, burnt bulbs etc have been sorted out as in Figure 3.5 
and sent for recycling process [2].  

   

Plastic Cans          Bottles        Burnt Bulbs 

Figure 3.5: Sorted items before sending recycling process [2] 

3 . 2 . 2  S a t u r a t e d  s t e a m  p r o d u c t i o n  
This hotel is containing of 152 of guest rooms and a laundry of large capacity [2]. It re-
quires about 1.5-2.0 tons of saturated steam per hour and it is used for producing of hot 
water for room usage as well as steam for drying of cloths in the laundry [2]. The hotel 
maintenance staffs are there to facilitate this amount continuously for 10 to 11 hrs per day 
by running of a fuel fired boiler, which generates high cost to the hotel [2]. This boiler is a 
horizontal, three passes, reverse flame flue tube type, oil fired, fully automatic one and de-
tails are given in Table 3.1.   

Table 3.1: Boiler’s Technical specifications [1] 

Model No. MS61927 

Evaporation capacity   1500 kg/hr 

Working pressure   150 psi/1.034 MPa 

Working temp. 250 0C 

Heating surface 25.11 m2 

Manufacturer Mach-Mar 

Year of installed 2001 

Fuel consumption 40 – 45 ltrs/hr 

Fuel in used Diesel (start)/Furnace oil 

(continuous running) 

   

: 

 : 

  : 

  : 
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        Figure 3.6: Oil Fired Fire-tube Boiler [2] 

Figure 3.6 shows the existing oil-fired fire tube boiler. This boiler is running about 10-11 
hrs per day to have continuous supply of saturated steam for hot water generation as well 
as for the laundry. The fuel consumption of boiler per hour is around 40-45 lts[2]. So 
monthly consumption becomes over 10,000 lts of furnace oil [2], which is cheaper than 
diesel. This is adding high cost for monthly expenditure account. Table 3.2 & Figure 3.7 
show that the variation of the fuel consumption and its cost with time. However, the aver-
age monthly fuel cost is around one million rupees.  

Table 3.2: Monthly Fuel Consumption of Boiler [2] 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct 

Furnace oil con-
sumption (ltrs) 

13475 11450 11350 10600 8507 8700 10625 11750 11675 13650 

Fuel cost (Rs) 1239700 1053400 1044200 975200 782644 802240 979625 1083350 1076435 1258530 

 

 

 Figure 3.7: Monthly Fuel Cost of Boiler in Year 2013 [2] 

The maintenance crew of the hotel is highly concerning on the feed water quality as its 
hardness is much higher due to the hotel located in a coastal area. This is reduced to 10 
ppm minimum by using of softener plant before feeding to the boiler [2]. The management 
of the hotel has decided to circulate the same water after condensation due to low capacity 
of softener plant. And additionally, about 3 m3/day of treated water is supplied to the boil-
er to maintain the boiler level [2].  
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The equipment used for hot water generation, is called as Calorifier, which is shown in Fig-
ure 3.8 and generates about 25-30 m3 capacity of hot water of 60 oC[2].  

    
Calorifier     Feed Water Tank 

Figure 3.8: Several Auxiliary components of boiler circuit [2] 

In order to hot water generates for the guest rooms, as mentioned earlier, the produced 
saturated steam is also consumed by the laundry, which contains several washing machines 
as shown in Figure 3.9.  

 

Figure 3.9: Dryers for Drying of Cloths [2] 

Steam driven to the laundry is not used again as feed water for the boiler, while steam go-
ing to calorifier is then fed to the Deaerator. Figure 3.10 shows the boiler’s steam distribu-
tion diagram. 

                      
Figure 3.10: Existing Steam Distribution Circuit [2]  
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3 . 3  A m o u n t  o f  S o l i d  W a s t e  A v a i l a b l e  f o r  I n c i n e r a t i o n  

Available waste amount for incineration is calculated considering all the facts. Thereby, the 
capacity of incineration plant can be decided.  

Among the above waste composition, it will be categorized according to usage of waste. 
First it requires a separation process to sort out the waste collected by the local authority. 
Among them, all the waste can be burnt except polythene, plastic, glass, metal etc, which 
can be sent for recycling process and short-term biodegradable items, which will be fed to 
the proposed composting plant. Tables 3.3, 3.4 & 3.5 show the capacity estimation for in-
cineration process both from the local authority and the hotel.  

Table 3.3: Daily Available Waste Quantity for Incineration at the Local Authority [9]  

 Local Authority 

Average Daily Collected waste (kg) 5500 

Cumulative Percentage of Recycling 
items 

13.68% 

Proposed composting plant 1000 kg/day of short term biodegradable  

Total waste available for incinera-
tion (kg) 

3748 

 

Table 3.4: Daily Available Waste Quantity for Incineration at the Hotel [2] 

 Hotel Remarks 

Average Daily Collected wet 
waste (kg) 

600 Remove as foods for animals 

Average Daily Collected    
total dry waste (kg) 

882 Which is also included at the total 
waste available in Local authority  

 

Table 3.5: Estimation of Hourly Waste Quantity for Incineration Plant                                                   

 Total waste available 
for incineration (kg) 

Remarks 

Local Authority & Hotel 3748  

Total waste quantity per day 3748  

Hourly waste quantity  312 Considering of running time as 12 
hrs/day 

Hourly Incinerator capacity  335 Assuming of increment of waste 
quantity by 2025 by 7.5%  
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Modelling of the incineration plant is basically done considering 12 hours running per day 
to achieve the hot water requirement for the same period and as the limitations of CEA, 
who allows to operate such a plant only in day time. The hourly capacity of waste for the 
plant has been calculated by adding another 7.5% for the current waste generation for the 
future increment of solid waste. The estimated capacity has reached to 335 kg/hr.  

After separation of MSW collected in the Local Authority for recycling and composting, 
that will remain at the following composition of waste as given in Figure 3.11.  

 

Figure 3.11: Final Composition of MSW for Incineration                                             

The LHV of waste for incineration is 8000 – 10000 kJ/kg at moisture content corresponding to 
15% - 30% [9] 
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4 Literature Review 

4 . 1  C l a s s i f i c a t i o n  o f  W a s t e  

Normally waste generates in domestic, industries, public places such as hospitals, schools etc. It be-
comes a problem with its quantity, place for disposal, composition, hazard etc. Waste can be classi-
fied into several types, which is given in Table 4.1, according to its composition.  

Table 4.1: Classification of Waste[1]   

Type Inclusions  Moisture Content (%) Higher Heat Value (kJ/kg) 

Type 1 Rubbish – Mainly cellulose waste, 
does not include halogenated hy-
drocarbons, rubber, leather or 
wood.  

25 6500 

Type 2 Refuse – A mixture of rubbish 
and garbage 

35 - 50 4000 - 6000 

Type 3 Garbage – Mixed animal and veg-
etable waste  

30 - 70 1000 - 3000 

Type 4 Pathological – Organs and solid 
organic waste from hospitals, 
garments and swabs  

 

 

             Depending on material handled Type 5 Industrial – gaseous, liquid or 
semi liquid compounds 

Type 6 Industrial – Solid waste such as 
rubber, plastic, wood, halogenated 
carbons and similar materials 

4 . 2  W a s t e  C o m b u s t i o n  T e c h n o l o g i e s  

There are four different proven thermo-chemical conversion technologies for solid waste combus-
tion.  

 Gasification 

 Pyrolysis 

 Plasma technology 

 Incineration  

Figure 4.1 shows that how the combustion process of each technology depends on air-fuel ratio.  

    Temp. Plasma Arc 

                 Incineration                Gasification 
        Pyrolysis 

             

                      1                                                        0 Air Fuel Ratio 

 Figure 4.1: Comparison of Temperature vs Air Fuel Ratio[11]  
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4 . 2 . 1  G a s i f i c a t i o n  [ 1 1 ]  
This is an exothermic process and can be seen as between pyrolysis and incineration as it involves 
partial oxidation. Oxygen is added in low amounts and temperature can be maintained above 650 
0C. Main product is syngas while other product is solid residue of non-combustible materials, which 
contains low level of carbon.  

4 . 2 . 2  P y r o l y s i s  [ 1 1 ]  
This has been non commercially proven technology. Thermal degradation of organic materials can 
take place through use of indirect external source of heat to maintain the temperature in between 
300 0C to 850 0C for several seconds in the absence of oxygen. Products are char, oil and syngas 
composed primarily of O2, CO, CO2, CH4 and complex hydrocarbons. Syngas can be utilized for 
energy generation.  

4 . 2 . 3  P l a s m a  T e c h n o l o g y  [ 1 1 ]  
This is the newest technology. Here, electricity is passed through graphite or carbon electrodes with 
steam or oxygen or air injection to produce electrically conducting gas called plasma. Temperatures 
inside the furnace are above 3000 0C. Then organic materials are converted to syngas composed of 
H2, CO, while inorganic materials are converted to solid slag.  

4 . 2 . 4  I n c i n e r a t i o n  T e c h n o l o g y  [ 1 1 ]  
The incineration process consists of four consecutive and sometimes simultaneous stages, which 
takes place adjacent to each other.   

Drying – first water is evaporated to turn the humid fuel into a dry substance[11] 

Degasification – as further heat is added, volatile organic substances escape. The solid residue is 
then referred to as “pyrolytic coke” or “coke”. [11] 

Gasification – Solid carbon is then converted into combustible carbon monoxide (CO) utilizing a 
gasification agent (e.g. H2O, CO2, O2). The solid residue left over once gasification is complete is 
referred to as “ash” (or slag, bed material, fly ash).[11] 

Oxidation – the combustion of CO and H2 to convert them into CO2 and H2O. this is accompa-
nied by high release of heat. For complete incineration, excess air is required. [11] 

Incineration is the controlled burning of substances in an enclosed area. Eventually, at the incinera-
tor, the vapour becomes so hot that the organic compounds present within vapours, break down 
into their constituent atoms. These atoms combine with oxygen and form stable gases that are re-
leased to the atmosphere. It should be ensured that no toxic gases available in flue gas before re-
leasing to the atmosphere. So, a proper Air Pollution Control Device (APCD) should be added to 
the system to catch up toxic gases. [10] 

However, an incineration with energy recovery will comprise the following key elements; 

 Waste reception and handling 

 Combustion chamber 

 Energy recovery plant 

 Emissions clean-up for combustion gases 

Under waste reception & handling, it can be focused on either combustion of the raw residual 
waste or pre-treated feed, for example a Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF). There are three combustion 
technologies such as Grate technology, Fluidised bed and Rotary kiln. Among them, the grate fur-
nace system is the most commonly used combustion system for high through-put and untreated 
waste.  
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4 . 3  H o w  I n c i n e r a t i o n  T e c h n o l o g y  s u i t s  t o  S r i  L a n k a   

MSW collected in Sri Lanka mostly comes under Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3. Separation of collect-
ed waste is a huge problem in Sri Lanka. Therefore, the process of direct burning of waste in the 
presence of excess air suits more because of following advantages. [10] 

Table 4.2: Advantages and Drawbacks of Incineration Technology 

Advantages  Disadvantages 

No need prior souring of waste, but prior sort-
ing required in Pyrolysis and Gasification tech-
nologies [11]. 

Higher capital cost for emissions control 
mechanism. 

Initial and operational cost is comparatively 
lower than other technologies. [10].  

Auxiliary fuel cost is higher, when low calorific 
waste is used. [10].  

High calorific value in collected waste  High moisture (>60%) causes poor combus-
tion [10]. 

No need high technical involvements, which re-
quired in other three technologies. 

 

The technology is widely used and thoroughly 
tested for waste incineration.  

 

  

4 . 3 . 1  S e l e c t i o n  o f  I n c i n e r a t o r   
General experience has led to the use of multiple chamber incinerators for above Types of waste. 
The combustion process in a multiple chamber incinerator proceeds in two stages.  

(a) Primary combustion of the waste in the ignition chamber 

(b) Secondary combustion occurs first in mixing chamber and finally in the combustion cham-
ber 

There are basically two types available for multiple chamber incineration process such as Retort 
type and In-line type. Table 4.3 shows the changes in between two types.  

 

Table 4.3: Differences in between Retort and In-line Types [3] 

 Retort Type In-line Type 

Arrangement in chamber Chambers arrange such that the 
combustion gases to flow 
through 90 deg turns in both 
lateral and vertical directions 

Flow of combustion gases is 
straight through the inciner-
ator with 90 deg turns only 
in the vertical direction 

Waste capacity Suitable up to 337.5 kg/hr  Suitable above 337.5 kg/hr 
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4 . 3 . 2  D e s i g n  P a r a m e t e r s  –  C o m b u s t i o n  
In order to calculate physical parameters of incinerator, the combustion parameters should also be 
within the limits for obtaining the best combustion. At the same time, furnace volumes must be 
large enough to provide the necessary heat release for complete combustion and finally the furnace 
proportions must be such that ignition temperature, suitable gas velocities and gas retention time 
are maintained. Table 4.4 shows the recommended values for the combustion process. All the relat-
ed equations and parameters, which are required for designing of the incinerator, are given in Ap-
pendix I.  

Table 4.4: Temperatures, Gas Velocities & Retention Time[3] 

 

Position 

 

Parameter 

Value 

Recommended 
values  

Allowable Deviation (%) 

Ignition chamber Temperature 870 0C + / - 10 

Mixing chamber Velocity @ flame port 
@ 870 0C 

16.764 m/sec + / - 20 

Velocity @ mixing 
chamber @ 870 0C 

10.668 m/sec + / - 20 

Velocity @ curtain 
wall port @ 870 0C 

7.62 m/sec + / - 30 

Combustion chamber Minimum gas reten-
tion time 

0.5 sec  

Maximum velocity @ 
870 0C 

2.59 m/sec  

 
It is necessary that the air and fuel are supplied in proper proportions for solid waste combustion. 
Therefore, sizes of air ports in ignition chamber as well as in mixing chamber should be adequately 
enough to have a complete combustion.  Table 4.5 shows the recommended parameters to design 
the sizes of air ports.  

Table 4.5: Sizing of Air Ports [3] 

 Description Conditions 

i. Total air requirement (batch charging 
operation) 

Sufficient air (calculated basic of heat balance) to 
maintain a temperature of 870 0C in the mixing 
and combustion chambers 

ii. Air distribution 

Overfired air ports (ignition chamber) 

Underfired air ports (ignition chamber) 

Mixing chamber air ports 

Ports controllable up to 

70% of total air requirement  

10% of total air requirement 

20% of total air requirement 

iii. Port sizing 

Nominal inlet velocity pressure 

 

0.1 in. water gauge 
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Table 4.6: Draft Requirements [3] 

 Description Conditions 

i. Theoretical chimney draft 8.89 mm or more water gauge 

ii. Available draft at charging door 2.54 to 5.08 mm water gauge 

iii. Velocity at base of stack Less than 10.9728 m/sec (650 0C assumed for design pur-
pose) 

4 . 3 . 3  T h e  S t e a m  C i r c u i t  [ 1 ]  
The energy recovery from a steam producing waste heat boiler is conventionally known as the Ran-
kine process. The Rankine process allows energy outputs in the form of power, steam and combi-
nation of both and hot water. In a hotel facility, they require combination of power, steam as well 
as hot water for rooms’ usage. All the equations and parameters, which relate for the design, are 
given in Appendix I.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: The Rankine Process [1]  

4 . 4  M o d e l i n g  S o f t w a r e   

Following softwares are used to make easier of modeling & designing of incinerator.  

4 . 4 . 1  E E S  S o f t w a r e   
EES is a matematical software for solving of engineering equations. EES automatically identifies 
and group equations as well as mathematical and thermophysical property functions, that must be 
solved simultaneously. In my study, thermodynamic equations are being used. So this may be a best 
interface for that. The version of this software is EES V9.478.  

4 . 4 . 2  N X  S o f t w a r e  
NX software provides key capabilities for fast, efficient and flexible product development; 

 - Advanced solutions capabilities for conceptual design, 3D modeling and documentation 

- Multi-discipline simulation for structural, motion, thermal, flow  

- Complete part manufacturing solutions for tooling, machining and quality inspection 

Room hot water 

HRSG 
Flue Gas 

Feed wa-
ter pump 

Genera-
tor 

Tur-
bine 

Feed water tank 

Conden-
ser 

Process steam 
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5 System Modell ing 

5 . 1  W a s t e  S t o r a g e  a n d  P r e - p r o c e s s i n g  

Under this section, waste pre-processing, storage etc. are described.  

5 . 1 . 1  W a s t e  R e c e i p t  
MSW is currently delivered by tipper trucks, which can be weighted on a weigh bridge and then 
driven up a ramp on to a tipping floor. The tipping floor can be covered and closed. The tipping 
floor and waste pit are connected by tipping bays. The door to the tipping bay can open when tip-
pers back up to them to tip the waste. These arrangements can be made to ensure that odour does 
not escape during the tipping process.  

5 . 1 . 2  W a s t e  S t o r a g e  
Waste is stored in waste bunker/pit with the following features: 

a. Storage can be formed for 20 tons of waste. This represents five days of storage on average 
5.5 tons/day.  

b. The waste pit can be closed, thus ensuring that odour does not escape from the waste pit.  

c. The waste pit floor can be angled to allow for excess water to be drained from the stored 
waste. The water can be collected by pumping in to a leachate pool for further treatment.  

d. Air can be sucked out of the waste pit area to be mixed with the primary air for the fur-
nace. This ensures that the waste pit is maintained at a slightly negative pressure relative to 
the atmosphere pressure. The effect of this feature is to completely eliminate the spreading 
of odour from the waste pit and tripping areas.  

5 . 1 . 3  S o r t i n g   
As discussed in Chapter 3.3, the total available waste for incineration was 3748 kg/day. 13.68% 
from total collected waste comes under recycling waste. So, these amount needs to be sorted at the 
beginning and sent to the recycling plant. A belt conveyor mechanism with manual sorting can be 
used for this purpose as shown in Figure 5.1.  

    

Figure 5.1: Belt Conveyor Mechanism for Waste Sorting Currently Used in 
Pohorawaththe Composting Plant – Kaluthara, Sri Lanka(Photographed by S.J.D.S. 
Siriwardhana) 
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According to the pre-plan of Balapitiya Local Authority, 1000 kg/day [2] from total waste coming 
from several hotels, markets etc can be separated at the door step for composting process. The 
composting plant can be placed somewhere nearby as shown in Figure 5.2.  

 

Figure 5.2: Model of Composting Plant (Photographed by S.J.D.S. Siriwardhana) 

5 . 1 . 4  P r e -  p r o c e s s i n g  
The remaining waste after sorting can be fed to the proposed incinerator. There is no regular pre-
processing that is required. Because of using short term bio degradable waste for the proposed 
composting plant, the moisture content of remaining waste can be reduced. The system is capable 
of handling wet waste with an average amount of moisture (up to 30%). Further, in case of wet 
waste, the dewatering process during storage removes about 10% of water by weight.  

5.2 P h y s i c a l  P a r a m e t e r s  O p t i m i z a t i o n  O f  I n c i n e r a t o r  

According to Table 3.5, the estimated hourly available waste quantity is 335 kg/hr. Retort type in-
cinerator. LHV of MSW and HHV of LPG as given in Table 5.1 were considered for the heat cal-
culations. All related calculations are attached in Appendix II.  

Table 5.1: Calorific Values 

Type Value (kJ/kg) 

Higher Heating Value of MSW  9000   [9] 

Lower Heating Value of MSW 7950   [9] 

Higher Heating Value of LPG  46100 [6] 
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5 . 2 . 1  F i n a l  D i m e n s i o n s  o f  F u r n a c e  
The broad dimensions of the furnace as per the calculations, which are given in Appendix II, are 
given in below. The above manual calculations are verified by the mathematical modeling software, 
EES and the program is attached in Appendix III.   

Table 5.2: Final Dimensions of Furnace 

Parameter Dimension Unit 

Overall Length of furnace 2100 mm 

Width of ignition chamber 1200 mm 

Height of ignition chamber 1350 mm 

Length of mixing chamber 1000 mm 

Width of mixing chamber 360 mm 

Length of combustion chamber 1750 mm 

Width of cumbustion chamber 1000 mm 

Total height of furnace  1900  mm 

Distance to top of charging door from grate 1000 mm 

Length of flame port 320 mm 

Width of flame port 320 mm 

Length of curtain wall port 1000 mm 

Width of curtain wall port 450 mm 

Stack diameter 550 mm 

Down pass length 1100 mm 

Charding door dimensions 1000 x 1000 mm x mm 

Height of stack 18000 mm 

 

5 . 2 . 2  M o d e l i n g  I n c i n e r a t o r  i n  N X  S o f t w a r e  
 

After calculating of physical dimensions of incinerator, it was drawn in 3D modeling software called 
NX as shown in  Figure 5.3.  
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     Figure 5.3: Incinerator Drawn in Software;NX  

5.3 M o d e l i n g  o f  H R S G  S y s t e m  

Modeling of HRSG was done to meet the hotel’s requirements with helping of mathematical mod-
eling software, EES. The piping of saturated steam outlet has to be connected with the existing 
main header of steam system as shown in Figure 5.4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 

Figure 5.4: HRSG System 
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The rate of production of saturated steam per hour has become as 3.7 Ton/hr. That is more than 
the hotel daily usage. There by, oil fired boiler can be kept as a standby boiler. The following results 
could be obtained by using above software. The program is attached in Appendix IV.  

 

Figure 5.5: Results of Mathematical Modeling for HRSG 

5.4 F l u e  G a s  T r e a t m e n t  S y s t e m  P r o c e s s  

When implementing of incineration plant, there should be a proper flue gas treatment plant to 
catch the pollutants before the atmosphere. The flue gas treatment process removes acidic gaseous 
pollutants (SO2, SO3, HCL, HF etc) by absorption with hydrated lime. Heavy metal compounds 
and organic pollutants such as dioxine and furans are separated by absorption onto activated car-
bon. The absorbents can be added to the flue gas in an evaporation cooler as in Figure 5.6. Water is 
sprayed in the reactor for temperature regulation and activation of the reaction process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Flue Gas Treatment 
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6. Conclusion 

As a conclusion, it is worthwhile that a system presented here be implemented in to the application 

of solid waste incineration plant because of several reasons. First it is more economical of usage of 

waste heat generated in the incineration plant for producing of saturated steam than the use of oil 

fired boiler. Secondly, this will implement an indoor solid waste management plan for Hotel; Her-

itance Ahungalla as well as a proper solid waste disposal plan to Local Authority, Balapitiya to keep 

their environment clean and pleasant to get the attraction of foreigners rather than continuing of 

unplanned open dumping. Finally, overall dimensions of furnace as calculated is 2100 mm x 1560 

mm x 1900 mm.  The rate of production of saturated steam from the modelled HRSG is about 3.7 

tons/hr and that will meet the hotel’s requirement.  

 

The main issue in municipal solid waste collected in Sri Lanka is the high amount of moisture con-

tent, which lowers down the calorific value. However, in Local Authority, Balapitiya, it can be 

avoided feeding of wet waste as it will be used for the proposed bio gas plant. In the proposed 

model, LPG auxiliary burners has been introduced to keep the temperature of furnace above 850 

0C to not to form any toxic gases.  

 

With the limited time frame, power generation from the proposed incinerator couldn’t be studied. 

However, this design can be implemented up to power generation. So there by, hotel can save the 

money spending for the electricity and other power sources as well.  
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7. Future Works 

Many different adaptations, tests and experiments have been left for the future due to lack of time. 

The thesis has been mainly focused on implementing of solid waste disposal plan for Local Author-

ity, Balapitiya and proposing of an alternative method to generate saturated steam for Hotel Her-

itance Ahungalla instead of wasting money by burning of fuel from the existing oil-fired boiler. Fol-

lowing works are to be done in future.   

1. Fluid dynamic analysis of drawn & meshed incinerator plant in NX software to optimize 

the variable further 

2. Modelling of HRSG focusing on power generation to generate super-heated steam  

3. Cost analysis and calculating of payback period  

4. Presenting of this proposal to Hotel Heritance Ahungalla and Local authority Balapitiya  

5. Implementation of this proposal  
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A p p e n d i x           
        A p p e n d i x  I  

D e s i g n  o f  R e t o r t  T y p e  I n c i n e r a t o r  
Retort type incinerators have three chambers: (i)ignition chamber, (ii)mixing chamber and 
(iii)combustion chamber.  

Design Parameters in Physical Dimensions for Resort Type Incinerator for Type 2 waste [3] 

i) Rated capacity    = MSW      (1) 

ii) Ignition chamber length(L_IC)  = 1.75 W_IC     (2) 

iii) Ignition chamber width   = W_IC     (3) 

iv) Grate length to width ratio(GL/W) = L_IC / W_IC     (4) 

Retorts –  up to 225 kg/hr   2:1 

Over 225 kg/hr  1.75 :1 

v) Grate area (GA) 

Permissible grate area  = -0 to 5% 

For Type 2 waste 

GA  =  MSW*0.02065/(log MSW/0.45 )   (5) 

 (2) x (3) = GA 

1.75 (W_IC)2  = GA 

vi) Arch height ( H_a)=  0.4063 (GA*10.7639) 0.3636     (6) 

vii) Max. distance top of charging door to grate,  Dcd-g 

Dcd-g   = 0.75 H_a        (7) 

viii) Ignition chamber auxiliary burner capacity, CIC_AB 

 CIC_AB > = MSW*Q1       (8) 

for Type 2 waste, Auxiliary burner heat,Q1 = 3100 kJ/kg 

ix) Mixing chamber auxiliary burner capacity, CMC_AB 

CMC_AB > = MSW*QM       (9) 

For Type 2 waste, Auxiliary burner heat, QM = 6200 kJ/kg 

x) Total available auxiliary burner heat, QAB 

  QAB = 0.92 x (CIC_AB + CMC_AB)     (10) 

xi) Net available heat from waste, QNet 

  QNet_waste  = MSW*QW       (11) 
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  For Type 2 waste, QW = 3418 kJ/kg 

xii)  Total heat into incinerator, QT 

  QT  =  QAB + QNet_waste     (12) 

xiii)      Heat available for heating gases  

Assuming adequate insulation is provided. In the absence more accurate data, assume 5% total heat 
lost to walls 

  QAV   = 0.95 x QT      (13) 

xiv)       Flow rate of gases through combustion chamber to maintain temperature of 1600 0F 

  FCH_Gas  = QAV x 9.75 x 10-4     (14) 

xv)  Flow rate of volatilization of waste, FVW 

  FVW   = F.V. x MSW / 3600     (15)  

  Fraction volatilized (F.V.) = 0.93 for Type 2 waste 

xvi) Specific Heat Value for Auxiliary fuel as Natural Gas 

  HSP_Gas  = 51172 kJ/kg      (16) 

xvii)  Air for auxiliary fuel, Qair 

  QAir_gas  = 17.0 kg air / kg of gas     (17) 

xviii)      Flow rate of ignition chamber auxiliary fuel, FIC_AF 

  FIC_AF  =  CIC_AB /  (16)      (18) 

xix)  Flow rate of mixing chamber auxiliary fuel, FMC_AF 

  FMC_AF  =  CMC_AB / (16)      (19) 

xx)  Flow rate of air for ignition chamber auxiliary fuel, FIC_Air  

  Assume 20% excess air  

  FIC_Air   = 1.2 x (17) x FIC_AF     (20) 

xxi)  Flow rate of air for mixing chamber auxiliary fuel, FMC_AF  

  Assume 20% excess air  

 !  

xxii)  Flow rate of air for waste combustion, FAir 

  FAir= FCH_Gas – (FVW + FIC_AF+ FMC_AF+ FIC_Air + FMC_AF)      (22) 

xxiii)  Flow rate of gases through flame port, FFP_Gas 

  FFP_Gas = 0.8 x FAir + FVW + FIC_AF + FIC_Air    (23) 
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xxiv) Flame port area (A_FP) 

velocity at flame port, vel_fp should be 16.764 m/s +/- 20%to maintain temperature at 
870 0C 

  A_FP = 3.25* FFP_Gas / vel_fp      (24) 

  W_FP = L_FP 

  A_FP = W_FP*W_FP 

xxv)         Total gross heat input , QTG 

 QTG  = CIC_AB + CMC_AB+ MSW x QWG    (25) 

 QWG  = 10000 kJ/kg for Type 2 waste 

xxvi)        Mixing chamber area , A_MC 

Velocity of mixing chamber, vel_mc should be 10.668 m/s +/- 20% to maintain 
temperature at 870 0C 

                        A_MC   = 3.25 x FCH_Gas / vel_mc     (26) 

 A_MC   = W_FP*L_MC 

xxvii) Curtain wall port area, A_CW  

Velocity at curtail wall, vel_cw should be 7.62 m/s +/-20% to maintain temperature 
at 870 0C 

 A_CW  = 3.25 x FCH_Gas / vel_cw     (27) 

 A_CW = L_CWP*W_CWP 

 L_CWP = W_CWP 

xxviii)    Incinerator internal volume, V_req 

    V_req = (25) *3.863*10^(-3)      (28) 

xxix)  Down pass length, L_DP  

 The distance from the top ignition chamber arch to the top curtain wall port;  

  L_DP_min > = 0.8* H_a      (29) 

 xxx)  Stack or breech diameter, DStack  

 velocity at stuck, vel_stack should be 10.9728 m/s to maintain temperature at 650 0C  

  AReq      = 2.61 x FCH_Gas /vel_stack 

  DStack. > or = (1.27* AReq)1/2      (30) 

xxxi) Combustion chamber shortest length, L_short_cc 

  L_short_cc = ((L_DP+W_FP)^2+(L_IC-W_FP-T_BW- DStack)^2)^0.5 (31) 

xxxii) Combustion chamber cross sectional area, A_cc 
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      A_cc  = (L_IC-W_FP-T_BW)*L_CWP    (32) 

xxxiii) Combustion chamber velocity, vel_cc 

      vel_cc =  3.25* FCH_Gas/A_CC     (33) 

xxxiv) Combustion chamber retention time, t 

   t = L_short_cc/vel_cc     (34) 

xxxv)  Required over fire airport area, A_of_ap 

  A_of_ap = 0.531*F_air      (35) 

xxxvi) Required under fire airport area, A_uf_ap 

   F1=1.5, F2=2 

   A_uf_ap = 0.0632*F1*F_air      (36) 

xxxvii) Required mixing chamber airport area, A_mc_ap 

    A_mc_ap     = 0.632*0.2*F2*F_air  (37)  

 
  

 

M o d e l i n g  o f  H R S G  
 

Heat generation at the incineration process can be used in various energy applications. Among 
them, steam generation from HRSG is economical as it can be used in power generation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A:  Diagram of HRSG 

 

Above figure shows the heat transferring curves in HRSG. According to the symbols defined in the 
Graph, equations have formed below that.  
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Figure B: Heat Transferring at HRSG[1] 

 

Heat balance in HRSG 

Q recovered = mgt . Cpg . (tg1-tg4)       (38) 

Q steam     = mst . (hsh – hfw)       (39) 

At the Economizer 

mgt . Cpg . (tg3-tg4) = mst . (hs1 – hfw)      (40) 

At the Evaporator 

mgt . Cpg . (tg2-tg3) = mst . (hs2 – hs1)      (41) 

At the Super heater 

mgt . Cpg . (tg1-tg2) = mst . (hsh – hs2)      (42) 

Pinch point temperature difference 

∆tpp = tg3 - ts   (43)        (43)  
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A p p e n d i x  I I  

C a l c u l a t i o n s  a n d  A n a l y s i s   
 

Rated capacity; MSW, MSW  = 335 kg/hr     (1) 

Grate area; GA,  GA  = MSW x 0.02065/(log MSW/0.45 )  (5) 
   

   GA = 335 x 0.02065/(log10(335/0.45))  

    = 2.409 m2  

Permissible grate area can vary 0 to 5% from the design value.  

Grate length to width ratio(GL/W) = L_IC / W_IC       

Retorts –  up to 225 kg/hr   2:1 

Over 225 kg/hr  1.75 :1 (4) 

Ignition chamber length(L_IC)  = 1.75 W_IC      

Ignition chamber width   = W_IC        

GA = L_IC x W_IC 

GA = 1.75 (W_IC)2  

2.409 = 1.75 (W_IC)2  

W_IC  = 1.173 m     (3) 
 L_IC = 2.052 m     (2) 

Select L_IC as 2.1 m 

So W_IC = 1.2 m 

So GA  = 2.52 m2  (5) 

Total Height of the ignition chmber; H_a 

H_a = 0.4063 (GA x 10.7639) ^ (0.3636)     

H_a = 0.4063*(2.52 x 10.7639)^(0.3636)    

= 1.349 m     (6) 

So H_a is selected as 1.350 m   

Distance top of charging door to grate,  Dcd-g 

Dcd-g = 0.75 H_a        

Dcd-g = 0.75 x 1.35 

= 1.0 m      (7) 
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Ignition chamber auxiliary burner capacity, CIC_AB 

  CIC_AB >= MSW x Q1       

LPG burner was selected as an auxiliary burner, and auxiliary burner heat; Q1 = 3100 kJ/kg 

  C_IC_AB = 335 *3100/3600  

   = 288.5 kW     (8) 

Total available auxilliary burner heat; Q_AB 

Assume 92% of efficiency,  

   QAB = 0.92 x (CIC_AB)       

   Q_AB = 0.92 x 288.5      

    = 265 kW     (10) 

Net available heat from waste, QNet 

          QNet_waste  = MSW x QW        

  For Type 2 waste, QW = 3418 kJ/kg 

= 335 x 7950/3600  

=739.8 kW     (11) 

Total heat into incinerator, QT 

   QT =  QAB + QNet_waste      

    = 265 + 739.8 

    = 1004.8 kW     (12) 

Assuming adequate insulation is provided. In the absence more accurate data, assume 5% total heat 
lost to walls 

   Q_AV  = 0.95 x QT       

   Q_AV = 0.95 *1004.8  = 955.0 kW   (13) 

Flow rate of gases through combustion chamber to maintain temperature of 1600 0F 

   FCH_Gas = Q_AV x 9.75 x 10-4    (14) 
    = 955 x 9.75 x 10-4   

    = 0.93 kg /sec 

Flow rate of volatilization of waste, FVW 

   FVW  = F.V. x MSW / 3600    (15) 
   

  Fraction volatilized (F.V.) = 0.93 for Type 2 waste 
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    = 0.93 x 335 /3600 

    = 0.086 kg/sec 

Specific Heat Value of Auxiliary fuel, LPG, H_LPG = 46100 kJ/kg and air for auxiliary fuel, Qair, 

QAir_Gas  = 14.0 kg air / kg of gas       (17)  

Flow rate of ignition chamber auxiliary fuel, FIC_AF 

   FIC_AF =  CIC_AB /  H_LPG    (18) 
  

    = 288.5 / 46100 

    = 0.006 kg/sec 

Flow rate of air for ignition chamber auxiliary fuel, FIC_Air  

  Assume 20% excess air  

   FIC_Air  = 1.2 x QAir_Oil x FIC_AF    (20)  

   F_IC_Air =1.2 *14 x 0.006 = 0.100 kg/sec  

Flow rate of air for waste combustion, FAir 

   FAir = FCH_Gas – (FVW + FIC_AF + FIC_Air)  (22)  

    = 0.93-(0.086+0.006+0.100)  

    = 0.738 kg/sec 

Flow rate of gases through flame port, FFP_Gas 

   FFP_Gas = 0.8 x FAir + FVW + FIC_AF + FIC_Air  (23)  
  

   F_FP_Gas = 0.8 x 0.738+0.086+0.006+0.100  

    = 0.782  kg/sec       

To obtain the require temperature 1600 0F in the ignition chamber; velocity of flame port should be 

20.12 m/s>vel_fp>13.41 m/s. The velocity of flame port is a critical variable as it will change gas 

velocity at combustion chamber; vel_cc and gas retention time(t).  

 

Table A and Figure C show that how vel_fp, which can be varied from 16.764 +/-20%, is depending 

with other variables. So the variable of velocity at flame port; vel_fp was analyzed with other 

dependents using EES software to get the optimum velocity within the limits.  
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Table A: Characteristics of vel_fp  

  

   

 Figure C: Characteristics of Vel_cc, t vs Vel_fp  

From the Figure B, the maximum value for vel_fp can be selected as 20 m/s as not exceeding 

vel_cc, 2.5 m/s and to obtain the highest retention time (> 0.5 sec).  

   vel_fp =20 m/s 

 Area flame port; A_FP 

            A_FP  =  3.25* FFP_Gas / vel_fp   (24)  
    =3.25* 0.782/20 = 0.127m2 

 Length flame port - L_FP, Width flame port - W_FP 

   W_FP = L_FP        

   A_FP = W_FP x W_FP 

   W_FP = L_FP = 0.316 m     
   so W_FP & L_FP are selected as 0.320  m  
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Total gross heat input, QTG 

  QTG = CIC_AB + MSW x QWG   (25)  
   = 288.5+9000 x 335/3600   

   = 1219 kW  

Higher heating value of wet garbage, QWG  is taken as 9000 kJ/kg for Type 2 waste. [9] Velocity of 

mixing chamber, vel_mc need to be 10.668 m/s +/- 20% to maintain temperature at 870 0C, Mixing 

chamber area; A_MC 

                            A_MC  = 3.25 x FCH_Gas  / vel_mc   (26)   

     A_MC  = W_FP x L_MC       

To maintain the temperature at 870 0C, velocity in mixing chamber should be 12.8016 m/s > vel_mc 

> 8.5344 m/s. After selecting of vel_fp, the best value for vel_mc will be selected. It should be within 

10.668 +/- 20%. Table B generated from EES software and Figure B show that how vel_mc will 

change the variables; gas velocity at combustion chamber; vel_cc and gas retention time(t).  So we 

have to select the optimum gas velocity for the mixing chamber.  

Table B: Characteristics of vel_mc  

 

 

Figure D: Characteristics of Vel_mc with LPG  
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The best rounded value for vel_mc can be saelected as 9m/s. Accordingly, the final vlues with 

burning of natural gas were obtained as given in Table 3.3.  

   A_MC =3.25 x 0.93/ 9  

    = 0.336 m2      

   L_MC  = 0.336 / 0.360 

    = 0.93 m 

   L_MC is selected as 1.0 m        

Curtain wall port area, A_CW 

To maintain temperature at 870 0C, i.e. 9.144m/s >vel_cw>6.096m/s 

vel_cw will be selected as 7.62 m/sec 

   A_CW  = 3.25 x FCH_Gas / vel_cw    (27) 
    = 3.25 x 0.93/7.62 

    = 0.3966 m2 

   L_CWP = L_MC  = 1.0 m       

   A_CW = L_CWP x W_CWP     
   

   W_CWP  = 0.3966 /1.0 = 0.3966 m  

   So W_CWP is selected as 0.400 m       

Incinerator internal volume, V_req 

     V_req = QTG x 3.863*10^(-3)    (28) 
    =1219 x 3.863 x10^(-3) = 4.7 m3    

Down pass length, L_DP, which is distance from the top ignition chamber arch to the top curtain 

wall port;  

           L_DP_min  > = 0.8* H_a     (29) 

  L_DP_min_allowable = 0.8 x H_a         

    = 0.8 x 1.350   

    = 1.08 m 

     L_DP_available = H_a - ( W_CWP +W_FP)               

   =1.350-(0.400+0.360)    

   = 0.59 m 

  L_DP_min_additional_req   = L_DP_min_allowable - L_DP_available    
  

    = 1.08-0.59   
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    = 0.49 m 

  L_DP  = (H_a+ L_DP_min_additional_req)-(W_CWP+W_FP)   

    =(1.350+0.49)-(0.400+0.360)   

    = 1.1 m 

Volume of ignition chamber, V_ign    

   V_ign   =  H_a x L_IC x W_IC         

    =  1.350 x 2.1 x 1.2   = 3.402 m3                                                 

Volume of mixing chamber; V_mix 

   V_mix = W_FP x L_MC x (H_a+ L_DP_min_additional_req)                          

    =0.360 x 1.0 x (1.350+0.49)  = 0.6624 m3                         

Volume of cumbustion chamber; V_cc 

   V_cc = L_MC x (H_a+ L_DP_min_additional_req) x  L_IC      

    =1.0 x (1.350+0.49) x 2.1  

    = 3.864 m3   

Stack or breech diameter, DStack  and velocity at stuck, vel_stack should be 10.9728 m/s to maintain 

temperature at 650 0C  

   AReq = 2.61 x FCH_Gas /vel_stack     

   vel_stack = 10.9728 m/s  

   A_req = 2.61x 0.93/10.9728  

    = 0.22 m2                                      

   DStack. >= (1.27 x AReq)1/2  (30)  

   D_stack> = (1.27x 0.22)(1/2)   

    >= 0.528 m   

                         So D_stack  is selected as 0.55 m         

Combustion chamber shortest length, L_short_cc 

  L_short_cc   = ((L_DP+W_FP)^2+(L_IC-W_FP-T_BW- DStack)^2)^0.5   (31)  

L_short_cc  = ((1.1+0.360)2+(2.1-0.360-0.1006-0.528)2)(0.5)       

= 1.820 m 

Combustion chamber cross sectional area, A_cc 

     A_CC   = (L_IC-W_FP-T_BW) x L_CWP                (32) 

     = (2.1-0.360-0.1006) x 1.0   

     = 1.64 m2  
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Combustion chamber velocity, vel_cc <=2.59 m/s at 870 0C 

     vel_cc   = 3.25 x FCH_Gas/A_CC    (33) 

     = 3.25 x 0.93/1.64    

     = 1.8 m/s 

Combustion chamber retention time, t 

        t  = L_short_cc/vel_cc    (34) 

     =1.820/1.8  

     = 1.0 sec 

Stach or breech location, x should be far away from the curtain wall port.     
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A p p e n d i x  I I I  

 
"Mathematical Modeling of the waste to energy incineration power plant" 
 
  
MSW=335 "(1)"     
//Permissible grate area -0 to 5%;   2.10>GA>2.006 
 
GA=MSW*0.02065/(log10(MSW/0.45)) "(2)" 
L_IC=W_IC*1.75 "(3)"     
GA=1.75*W_IC^2 "(4)"     
G_LW=L_IC/W_IC "(5)"   
 
//Arch height (permissible +/- 10%);  
H_a=0.4063*(GA*10.7639)^(0.3636) "(6)" 
    
//Max. distance top of charging door to grate 
D_cd_g=0.75*H_a "(7)" 
      
//Ignition chamber auxiliary burner capacity 
//F=0.333 
Q_1=3100 
C_IC_AB=MSW *Q_1/3600 "(8)"      
//Mixing chamber auxiliary burner capacity 
//Q_M=4000*(1-F) 
Q_M=6200 
C_MC_AB=MSW *Q_M/3600 "(9)"     
 
//Total available auxiliary burner heat, Q_AB 
Q_AB=0.92*(C_IC_AB+C_MC_AB) "(10)"     
 
//Net available heat from waste, Q_Net 
//Q_W=3418*2.93*10^(-4) 
Q_W=7950 
Q_Net_waste=MSW*Q_W/3600 "(11)" 
 
//Total heat into incinerator, Q_T 
Q_T=Q_AB+Q_Net_waste "(12)" 
  
//Heat available for heating gases, Q_AV  
//Assuming adequate insulation is provided. In the absence more accurate data, assume 5% to-
tal heat lost to walls 
Q_AV=0.95 *Q_T "(13)" 
                 
//Flow rate of gases through combustion chamber to maintain temperature of 1600 F,  
F_CH_Gas=Q_AV*9.75*10^(-4) "(14)"    
 
//Flow rate of volatilization of waste, F_VW 
F_vw=FV*MSW/3600 "(15)"    
//Fraction volatilized (F.V.)  
FV=0.93 
 
//Specific Heat Value for Auxiliary fuel   
H_LPG=46100 "(16)"    
 
  
//Air for auxiliary fuel, Qair 
Q_Air_Gas=14 "(17)"   
 
//Flow rate of ignition chamber auxiliary fuel, F_IC_AF 
F_IC_AF=C_IC_AB/(H_LPG)  "(18)" 
    
//Flow rate of mixing chamber auxiliary fuel, FMC_AF 
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F_MC_AF=C_MC_AB/(H_LPG) "(19)" 
    
//Flow rate of air for ignition chamber auxiliary fuel, F_IC_Air  
//Assume 20% excess air  
F_IC_Air=1.2 *Q_Air_Gas*F_IC_AF "(20)"    
 
//Flow rate of air for mixing chamber auxiliary fuel, FMC_AF  
//Assume 20% excess air  
F_MC_Air=1.2 * Q_Air_Gas*F_MC_AF "(21)"   
 
//Flow rate of air for waste combustion, F_Air 
F_Air=F_CH_Gas-(F_vw+F_IC_AF+F_MC_AF+F_IC_Air+F_MC_Air)   "(22)"   
 
//Flow rate of gases through flame port, F_FP_Gas 
F_FP_Gas=0.8*F_Air+F_vw+F_IC_AF+F_IC_Air "(23)"    
 
//Flame port area (F.P.A);  
//(v = 55 fps +/- 20%) require at 1600 0F, i.e. 20.12m/s>vel_fp>13.41m/s, 
0.196m2>A_FP>0.131m2 
vel_fp=20 
A_FP=3.25* F_FP_Gas/vel_fp "(24)" 
W_FP=L_FP 
A_FP=W_FP*W_FP    
 
//for Type 2 waste 
Q_WG=10000 
//Total gross heat input , Q_TG 
Q_TG=C_IC_AB+C_MC_AB+Q_WG*MSW/3600 "(25)"    
 
 
//Mixing chamber area , A_MC;  
//(v = 35 fps +/- 20%) require at 1600 0F, i.e. 12.8016m/s vel_mc>8.5344m/s, 0.44 
m2>A_MC>0.29 m2 
vel_mc=9 
A_MC=3.25*F_CH_Gas/vel_mc "(26)" 
A_MC=W_FP*L_MC     
 
//Curtain wall port area, A_CW 
//(v = 25 fps +/- 20%) require at 1600 0F, i.e. 9.144m/s >vel_cw>6.096m/s, 
0.616m2>A_CW>0.410m2 
vel_cw=7.62 
A_CW=3.25*F_CH_Gas/vel_cw "(27)" 
L_CWP=L_MC 
A_CW=L_CWP*W_CWP 
     
//Incinerator internal volume, V 
V_req=Q_TG*3.863*10^(-3) "(28)"   
  
//Down pass length, L_DP >=0.8Ha 
//(Top ignition chamber arch to top curtain wall port)  
L_DP_min_allowable=0.8*H_a "(29)" 
L_DP_available=H_a-(W_CWP+W_FP) 
L_DP_min_additional_req=L_DP_min_allowable-L_DP_available 
L_DP=(H_a+L_DP_min_additional_req)-(W_CWP+W_FP) 
 
//T_BW=0.33 
 
T_BW=0.100584 
V_ign=H_a*L_IC*W_IC 
V_mix=W_FP*L_MC*(H_a+L_DP_min_additional_req) 
V_cc=(L_DP+W_CWP+W_FP)*L_MC*(L_IC-W_FP-T_BW) 
 
//Stack or breech diameter, D_stack  
//(v <= 36 fps at 1200 0F); D_stack>=13.54*(A_req)^(1/2) 
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vel_stack=10.9728 
A_req=2.61*F_CH_Gas/vel_stack 
D_stack=(28*A_req/22)^(1/2) "(30)"  
 
//Combustion chamber shortest length, L_short_cc 
L_short_cc=((L_DP+W_FP)^2+(L_IC-W_FP-T_BW-D_stack)^2)^(0.5)  "(31)" 
 
//Combustion chamber cross sectional area, A_CC 
A_CC=(L_IC-W_FP-T_BW)*L_CWP "(32)" 
 
 
//Combustion chamber velocity( v<=8.5 fps) at 1600 F ; i.e 2.59 m/sec 
//vel_cc=52.1*F_CH_Gas/A_CC 
vel_cc=3.25*F_CH_Gas/A_CC "(33)" 
 
//Combustion chamber retension time, t 
t=L_short_cc/vel_cc "(34)" 
 
//Stach or breech location, x  
//x=move further away from wall port "(35)" 
 
//Required Overfire airport area, A_of_ap 
A_of_ap=0.632*1.2*0.7*F_Air "(36)" 
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A p p e n d i x  I V  

 
 
Mathematical Modeling of Heat Recovery Steam Boiler to find out the capacity of steam genera-
tion by EES Software 
 
p_sh=10[bar];c_p=1.280[kJ/kg·K];m_dot_gas=1.044[kg/s];t_g1=871[C];T_fw=80[C]; t_g3=160[C] 
{The pinch point temperature difference, t_pp is 8 deg} 
 
deltat_pp= t_g2-t_s 
deltat_pp=8[C] 
 
t_s=T_SAT(Steam,P=p_sh*(convert(bar,kPa)))  {For the pressure of 10 bars} 
h_s1=ENTHALPY(water,x=0,P=p_sh*(convert(bar,kPa))) 
h_s2=ENTHALPY(steam,x=1,P=p_sh*(convert(bar,kPa))) 
 
{The total heat recovery at HRSG can be calculated using following formula } 
 
Q_recocered=m_dot_st*(h_s2-h_fw) 
 
{It can be assumed that the specific heat is the same from tg1to tg3 } 
 
h_fw=ENTHALPY(water,x=0,T=T_fw) 
 
{heat balance economizer} 
 
Q_eco=m_dot_gas*c_p*(t_g2-t_g3) 
Q_eco=m_dot_st*(h_s1-h_fw) 
 
{heat balance  Evaporator} 
 
Q_eva=Q_recocered-Q_eco 
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